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Model 75-0078 Air Caddy

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
IN GENERAL
When using rotating head cutting equipment, basic safety precautions should always
be followed to reduce the risk of personal injury.
Operate this tool only in accordance with specific operating instructions.
Do not override the deadman switch on the power unit. Locking down, obWARNING: structing, or in any way defeating the deadman switch on the power drive unit
may result in serious injury.

DRESS CONSIDERATIONS
Use standard safety equipment. Hard hats, safety shoes, safety harnesses, protective clothes, and other safety devices should always be used when appropriate.
Use safety glasses. Do not operate cutting tools without eye protection.
Dress properly. Do not wear loose clothing or jewelry. They can be caught in rotating and moving parts. Avoid slippery floors or wear nonskid footwear. If you have
long hair, wear protective hair covering to contain it.

WORK AREA
Keep the work area clean. Cluttered work areas and benches invite injuries.
Consider the work area environment. Keep the area well lit. Keep electrical cords,
cables, rags, rigging straps, and etc. clear of rotating equipment. Do not use powercutting tools in the presence of flammable liquids and gasses.
Keep visitors away. Do not let visitors or untrained personnel at or near operating
tools. Enforce eye protection requirements for all observers.
Do not over reach. Keep proper footing at all times.
Stay alert. Watch what you are doing. Use common sense. Do not operate tools
when you are tired.
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TOOL CARE
Maintain tools with care. Keep tools in good operating condition. Sharp tool bits
perform better and safer than dull tool bits. Well maintained tools function properly
when needed.
Check for damaged parts. If a tool has malfunctioned, been dropped or hit, it must
be checked for damage. Run no-load tests and feed function checks. Do a complete visual inspection.
Electric motors. Use only with proper AC voltage power sources and observe all
normal electric shock hazard procedures.
Do not abuse power and control cords. Pulling or running over cords and cables
can result in electrical shock hazards and malfunctions. Keep control and power
cords out of all cutting fluids and water.
Hydraulic drives. Observe proper procedures for electrically driven power sources.
Avoid damage to hydraulic lines. Keep quick-disconnects clean. Grit contamination
causes malfunctions.
Air tools. Check the exhaust muffler. Broken or damaged mufflers can restrict air
flow or cause excessive noise. Use air motors only with a filtered, lubricated and
regulated air supply. Dirty air, low-pressure air or over pressure air will cause malfunctions, including delayed starting.

AREA EQUIPMENT
Secure work. Whenever possible use clamps, vises, chains and straps to secure
pipe.
Make sure the tool is secured; it is safer to have both hands free to operate the tool.

TOOL USE
Use the right tool and tool bit for the job. Do not use a tool, which is incorrect for the
job you are doing.
Keep the tool bits fully engaged in the tool bit holders. Loose bits are a safety hazard.
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Disconnect power supply during setup and maintenance. Use all ‘Stop’ or Shut off’
features available when changing or adjusting tool bits, maintaining the tool, or when
the tool is not in use.
Remove adjusting keys and wrenches before applying power to the equipment.
Develop a habit of checking the tool before turning it on to make sure that all keys
and wrenches have been removed.
Do not force tools. Tools and tool bits function better and safer when used at the
feed and speed rate for which they were designed.
Do not reach into rotating equipment. Do not reach into the rotating head stock to
clear chips, to make adjustments, or to check surface finish. A machine designed to
cut steel will not stop for a hand or an arm.
Handle chips with care. Chips have very sharp edges and are hot. Do not try to pull
chips apart with your hands; they are very tough.
Avoid unintentional starts. Do not carry or handle tools with your hand on the operating switches or levers. Do not lay the tool down in a manner that will start the
drive. Do not allow the tool to flip around or move when adjusting or changing tool
bits.
Store idle tools properly. Disconnect tools from the power source and store in a safe
place. Remove tool bits for safe handling of the tool.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The Air Caddy (P/N 75-0078) is a modular Filter/Regulator/Lubricator (FRL) unit.
The filter removes solid and liquid contaminates in compressed air that produces
wear in air driven equipment.
The regulator reduces and holds compressed air to a desired working pressure.
The lubricator automatically lubricates air driven equipment by introducing small
droplets of oil into the air stream.
The Air Caddy is supplied with 10’ (3 m) of 1” (25.4 mm) diameter hose.
The Air Caddy is recommended for use with all air motors supplied with TRI TOOL
INC. products.

NOTE:
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Operation of any TRI TOOL INC. air powered equipment without the use of
an air filter/regulator/ lubricator (FRL) will void the warranty for that piece of
equipment.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Weight

29 lbs (13.2 kg)

ASSEMBLY SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum Flow

331 scfm at a 100 psi rating
(156 It/sec at a 7.0 kg/cm2)

Pressure Range

10 to 125 psi (.7 to 8.8 kg/ cm2)

Envelope
Drawing
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FILTER/REGULATOR UNIT
Bowl
Max. Operating Conditions

150° psig at 125° F (10.5 kg/ cm2 at 52° C)

Size

32 oz. (.9 lt)

Filter Element

5 micron ( 5 x 10-3 mm)

Air Flow

331 scfm (156 It/sec) [Flow rating is at 100
psig (7.0 kg/ cm2) inlet pressure with a 5 psi
(.4 kg/ cm2) pressure drop.]

Maximum Air Flow

331 SCFM (156 It) when coupled with the
filter unit.

LUBRICATOR UNIT
Polycarbonate Bowl
Max. Operating Condition
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150 psig at 125° F (10.5 kg/ cm2 at 52° C).

Sight Dome

Polycarbonate

Bowl Size

24 oz. (.7 L)

Air Flow

340 scfm (160 It/sec) [The flow rating is a t
100 psig (7.0 kg cm2) inlet pressure with a 5
psi (.4 kg cm2) pressure drop.]
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MAINTENANCE
Do not operate the Air Caddy Assembly unit until you have read the ‘Operator’s
Manual’.
When the bowl becomes dirty, replace the bowl or wipe with a clean dry cloth.

CAUTION: Depressurize the unit before removing either bowl.

FILTER/REGULATOR MAINTENANCE
Each filter unit must be operated with a filter element.
Periodically clean the filter element by removing the filter by tapping on the surface;
blow off debris with an air blowgun.
Change filter when pressure drop exceeds 10 psig or every 12 months.
To Remove the Filter Element
Turn the air pressure off and vent the air from the air caddy system.

Filter
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Rotate the bowl to unearth it from the filter body.
Periodically drain the accumulated moisture from the filter unit by turning the drain
knob on the bowl counter clockwise.
When servicing the lubricator with oil, use only clean, NON-DETERGENT OIL,
preferably SAE 10 (90 SSU) or lighter. (P/N 68-0022 is recommended)

NOTE:

Sears regular motor oil or Sinclair ‘motor oil’ are not recommended.

Fill the lubricator through the large fill port on top of the lubricator unit approximately
3/4” full. Do not fill to the tip of the bowl.

CAUTION: The lubricator may not be filled with oil while the unit is under pressure.
Periodically remove the adjusting screw and clean the needle and the seat in the
body by blowing off with an air blow gun.
Drain off any contaminants that may collect in the bottom of the bowl.
Regulator
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INSTALLATION AND OPERATION
Install the Air Caddy as close as possible to the point where air is to be used.
The input port to the Aiur Caddy has 1 – 11.5” NPT female threads.
Avoid using fittings, couplings, etc. that restrict the air flow.
Make sure that the hose is connected to the fittings on the lubricator (right side/
output) with Teflon based pipe dope or thread tape.
This product is specifically designed for compressed air service, and use with

CAUTION: any other fluid (liquid gas) is a misapplication.

For example, use with or injection of certain hazardous liquids or gases in the
system, such as alcohol or liquid petroleum gas, could be harmful to the unit or
result in a combustible condition or hazardous external leakage.
The manufacture’s warranties are void in the event of misapplication, and the
manufacturer assumes no responsibility for any resulting loss.
This unit comes equipped with bowls for the filter/regulator/lubricator (FRL).
The bowls are restricted to a maximum pressure of 150 PSIG (10 bar) or the bowls
may fail.
The Air Caddy comes equipped with a 10’ (3 m) length of 1" (25.4 mm) hose and
associated fittings.

AIR CADDY OPERATION
Drain all of the accumulated moisture from the filter at least once per work shift or
when the bowl is full.
Drain accumulated moisture from the filter by turning the filter drain counter
clockwise.
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Setting the Regulator Pressure

Set the regulator pressure by lifting the adjustable knob.
To raise the regulator pressure, turn the adjustable knob clockwise.
To lower the regulator pressure, turn the adjustable knob counterclockwise.
When the desired operating pressure is achieved, the operator may lock the
adjusting knob by pushing it down.
To adjust the lubricator oil flow rate, turn the precision oil adjustment knob on the top
of the lubricator unit.

CAUTION: The oil flow response time is slow.
Start the lubricator oil flow rate, close the precision oil adjustment screw no more
than finger tight and then back it off 1/4 turn.
This is to prevent damage to the needle or the valve seat inside of the lubricator.
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Setting the Lubricator Flow

The precision oil adjustment knob will break if over tightened.
For required flow rates reference the following chart.

NOTE:

This adjustment should be made with the air motor attached and running.

Clockwise decreases the rate of oil flow.
Counterclockwise increases the rate of oil flow.
Once set, the Flow Guide® variable orifice in the lubricator will maintain the

WARNING: same ratio of oil to air flow regardless of any change in the air flow rate.
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NOTE:

When the airflow stops, the lubricator stops the flow of oil.

As a general guideline for adjusting the amount of oil flowing to an air motor, the
operator can observe the amount of oil being exhausted from the exhaust port(s) on
the air motor.
If the amount of oil builds up rapidly at the port(s), the rate is too high.
The operator should reduce the number of drops of oil per minute accordingly.
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ILLUSTRATED PARTS BREAKDOWN
AIR CADDY ASSEMBLY (P/N 75-0078)
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Parts List, Air Caddy Assembly (P/N 75-0078)
Item
No.

Part
No.

1.
30-0637
2.
35-0055
3.
54-0320
4.
54-0233
5.
55-0133
6.
75-0068
7.
75-0079
8.
75-0080
9.
75-0081
10.
75-0082
NOT SHOWN
68-0022
75-0084
76-0031
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Description

Qty

BOLT, U
NUT, LOCK
CAP, PLUG
NIPPLE, PIPE
HOSE ASSEMBLY, 10' (3 M)
GAUGE, PRESSURE
FILTER ASSEMBLY
REGULATOR ASSEMBLY
LUBRICATOR ASSEMBLY, OIL
BRACKET ASSEMBLY, AIR CADDY

2
4
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

AIR TOOL LUBRICANT
FILTER ELEMENT (REPLACEMENT)
HOSE ASSEMBLY, FLOW CONTROL

1 QT
1
1
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